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General Terms and Conditions of Geis CZ Air+Sea s.r.o.  
(hereinafter referred to as the Forwarder)  

 
The subject-matter of these General Terms and Conditions (hereinafter referred to as the “GTC”) consists in the 
Forwarder’s - Geis CZ Air+Sea s.r.o. – pledge to procure in his own name and on the Principal’s account the 
transportation of a shipment from a specified place (place of loading) to another specified place (place of unloading) 
and as the case may be, to procure or perform transport-related operations (here the “additional services”), and the 
Principal pledges to provide the Forwarder with remuneration for these (forwarding) services, under the terms and 
conditions stipulated herein. Stipulations of Section 2474 of the New Civil Code (NOZ) apply in these GTC (forwarding 
contract), when the forwarder assumes the position of the carrier. Stipulations regarding obligations from the mandate 
contracts (Section 2430 et sequentia of the NOZ) and stipulations regarding consignment (Section 2455 et sequentia 
of the NOZ) will be used ancillarily in these GTC.  
 
The current version of the GTC is published on the Forwarder’s website www.geis-group.cz in the section of air and 
sea transport. These GTC form an integral part of each forwarding contract concluded by and between the above 
named Forwarder and Principal. The forwarding contract comes to force as of the date of accepting the order (or 
eventually the forwarding order) of the Principal by the Forwarder. The contract takes effect as of the date of receiving 
the shipment by the Forwarder or the carrier authorized by him. The forwarding contract, or eventually the Principal’s 
order (or the forwarding order) must be in writing (e-mail). The GTC stipulate the rights and obligations of the Forwarder 
and the Principal, which are not regulated by the written forwarding contract. The wording of the written forwarding 
contract shall prevail over the GTC. The written forwarding contract – the subject of which consists in the provision 
of repetitive transports – shall be regarded as a framework contract while the procurement of the transportation 
according to each individual order (forwarding order) shall be considered as a partial performance of this framework 
contract.  
 
The Forwarder is entitled to carry out changes in the GTC, with an obligation to inform the Principal about these 
changes in the form of publishing the new GTC at www.geis-group.cz, in the section of air and sea transport, no later 
than 14 calendar days before the changes take effect.. The Principal is entitled to reject the changes of GTC, and to 
withdraw from the forwarding contract for that reason, however, not later than one week after the effective date of the 
change. The withdrawn contract expires as of the date the withdrawal note is delivered to the Forwarder. The Principal 
and the Forwarder have agreed that the Principal is obliged and at the same time pledges to monitor continuously the 
Forwarder’s website and to become acquainted with the current version, including the wording of the GTC, at least 
once a week. Unless stipulated otherwise in the written forwarding contract, the Principal declares that he is well 
acquainted with the current wording of the GTC and expresses his consent with them by placing an order (forwarding 
order), or a shipment for transportation.   
  
1. Definition of products (of the transportation services) 
 
A. The system of national and international transport of pallet and individual package shipments 
 
The following definitions of shipments apply to this transportation system: Max. weight of the whole shipment is 2,500 
kg, max. weight of one piece within the shipment is 1,200 kg; in case 1 piece exceeds 650 kg, the Principal is obliged 
to inform the Forwarder about the technical requirements for loading and unloading. Max. height of one piece within 
the shipment is 2.20 m, max. length of one piece within the shipment is 3 m, max. volume of the whole shipment is 10 
m3, minimum volume recalculation of the shipments taking up the area in the vehicle up to 4 EUR-pallets (3.84 m2) is 
in the ratio of 1 m3 = 250 kg; for larger shipments, it is at least in the ratio of 1 ldm = 1250 kg (the unit of 1 ldm = 2.4 
m x 1 m of the loading length of the vehicle). The specific ratio of the recalculation used abides by the data stated in 
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the Forwarder’s valid standard price list available at www.geis-group.cz. The system of national and international 
transport of palleted and single-piece shipments abides by separated GTC published at www.geis-group.cz  in the 
section of palleted transport. 
 
B. Air transport 
 
Air transport of all the shipments is subject to dimensional and weight limitations of one piece within the shipment 
according to the particular possibilities of the air carriers. One piece of standardly transported shipment is understood 
as a parcel, a case, a box, a piece, etc., with a maximum weight of 300 kg. One piece of standardly transported shipment 
is max. 110 cm high, max. 200 cm (2 m) long, with a max. volume of the entire shipment being 10 m3 ; the 
volume/weight ratio of the shipments 1 m3 = 167 kg. An Europallet (dimensions 120 cm X 80 cm X height 110 cm and 
with a max. weight of 300 kg) can also be a shipment. The shipment is standardly considered to be stackable. In case 
1 piece within the shipment exceeds 650 kg, the Principal is obliged to inform the Forwarder about the technical 
requirements for loading and unloading. Volume weight of one piece within the standard shipment regarding this 
product has a ratio of 1:6000 (i.e. length x width x height in cm / 6000). The eventual transport of shipments with 
different characteristics (dimensions and weight) is carried out exclusively upon request at air.sea@geis.cz. Air 
transport of all the shipments received by the Forwarder to procure transport is subject to subsequent confirmation 
(acceptance) of the possibility to carry out the transport by the air carrier (namely the confirmation of the particular 
current capacity possibilities of the carrier). Therefore, the Forwarder reserves the right to refuse the final confirmation 
of the procurement of the shipment’s transport. The Principal is obliged to pack the shipment, to fasten it and to 
furnish it in a way to make it suitable for air transport and the orders/regulations of the respective transport 
destinations (fumigation, licence, etc.). Price conditions for air transport are communicated by the Forwarder only 
upon the Principal’s request at air.sea@geis.cz. Price quotations and subsequent conditions (data) stated on the 
forwarding order are only of a reference nature, as the real (or the final) price of the transport may be influenced by 
the subsequent changes of the fuel (FSC/MYC) and other extra fees (such as SCC/MOC), or by the real dimensions (or 
the so called volume weight) or by the actually found weight of the shipment at the time of the realization of the 
transport. 
 
C. Sea transport of LCL 
 
Sea transport of LCL shipments is the transport of a single-piece shipments subject to limitations. One piece of a 
standard shipment (a unit, a case, a parcel, a palette) must not exceed a total weight of 2500 kg, whereas each single 
piece of the shipment is standardly considered to be stackable. With shipments exceeding either weight or volume 
limitations, an additional “Owerweight surcharge” will be charged. The Principal is obliged to inform the Forwarder 
about the possible handling of the shipment at loading/unloading. During the sea LCL transport, the volume weight 
recalculation of the shipments is taken into account: Length X width X height in meters, where the result is in cbm 
(m3). To determine the transport fee calculation in case the shipment’s dimension is smaller than 1 cbm (m3), the 
minimum amount of 1 m3 is taken into account (the so called minimum), with 1 m3 = 1000 kg. If the value of the 
shipment exceeds CZK 500,000, the Forwarder charges the Principal with liability for the guarantee for the customs 
debt amounting to 0.1 % of the so called CIF value of the transported shipment. Sea transport of the LCL shipments 
received by the Forwarder to procure transport is subject to subsequent confirmation/acceptance of the possibility to 
carry out the transport by the sea carrier (namely the confirmation of the particular current capacity possibilities of 
the carrier). Therefore, the Forwarder reserves the right to refuse the procurement of the shipment’s transport. The 
Principal is obliged to pack the shipment and to furnish it in a way to make it suitable for sea transport in collecting 
containers and the orders/regulations of the respective transport destinations (fumigation, licence, etc.). Price 
conditions for sea LCL transport are communicated by the Forwarder only upon the Principal’s request at 
air.sea@geis.cz. Price quotations and subsequent conditions (data) stated on the forwarding order are only of a 
reference nature, as the real (or the final) price of the transport may be influenced by the subsequent changes of the 
fuel (BAF) and other extra fees (such as CAF), or by the real dimensions (or the so called volume weight) or by the 
actually found weight of the shipment at the time of the realization of the transport. 
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D. Sea transport of FCL 

 
Sea transports of FCL are the transports of full-container shipments, where the smallest transported piece is one 
container ISO 1C (i.e. 1 TEU, or 20’ container). Sea transport of the FCL shipments received by the Forwarder to procure 
transport is subject to subsequent confirmation/acceptance of the possibility to carry out the transport by the sea 
carrier (namely the confirmation of the particular current capacity possibilities of the carrier and available empty 
containers). Therefore, the Forwarder reserves the right to refuse the procurement of the shipment’s transport.  
The Principal is obliged to pack the shipment, to fasten it and to furnish it in a way to make it suitable for sea transport 
in containers and the orders/regulations of the respective transport destinations (fumigation, licence, etc.). Price 
conditions for sea FCL transport are communicated by the Forwarder only upon the Principal’s request at 
air.sea@geis.cz. Price quotations and subsequent conditions (data) stated on the forwarding order are only of a 
reference nature, as the real (or the final) price of the transport may be influenced by the subsequent changes of the 
fuel (BAF) and other extra fees (such as CAF, security), or by the volume of the transported goods (e.g. the necessity 
to use a different type of container) or by the actually found weight of the shipment at the time of the realization of 
the transport.  
 
The following applies to the transportation services above: 1) A shipment may consist of more pieces. 2) The principal, 
sender and recipient of the shipment can only be a legal entity, namely a commercial corporation, public corporation 
or an entrepreneur, pursuant to the stipulation of Section 420 et seq. of the NOZ, having permanent accessible 
business premises and defined business hours. Should the recipient fail to fulfill these conditions, then it is the so-
called B2C mode, and the Principal is obliged to indicate this fact in the transportation order. Other stipulations listed 
in these GTC also apply to the B2C mode. 3) With air and sea transport, the Forwarder reserves the right to charge 
retroactively all the costs incurred without guilt (or without a chance to influence it) of the Forwarder or the carrier 
authorized by him in connection with the procurement and the realization of the transport (such as warehousing fees, 
detention fees, demurrage, detention, inspection fees, additional handling, taxes, customs, etc.), including the costs 
incurred after the procurement or the realization of the transport has already begun. 4) If the shipment is undeliverable, 
or in case the recipient refuses the shipment, or if there is no recipient, the extra costs (e.g. for the delivery/reverse 
delivery, disposal of the shipment, warehousing fees, etc.) will be charged to the Principal, who pledges to settle these 
costs without reservation according to the Forwarder’s instructions. 5) Unless expressly stated otherwise (especially 
in the written forwarding contract), it is agreed that all the payments, fees, costs, extra costs, damages, etc. related to 
the procurement or the realization of the transport, where it is stipulated or assumed or common that they are settled 
by the recipient, will be paid without reservation by the Principal (in case the recipient fails to do so). In such cases, 
Section 1769 of the NOZ shall be used in support. 
 
2. Specification of shipments excluded from transport 
 

a) Missing data regarding the shipment’s sender or recipient. 
b) Shipments containing goods of extremely high value, such as precious metals and products made thereof, art 

and antique items, collections, banknotes, coins, securities, notes, credit cards, etc.  
c) Shipments containing goods/things that are not protected, packed or secured in a way that is appropriate to 

their weight, shape, qualities or nature (characteristics), or shipments containing goods/things that might 
damage other shipments or the transport and handling equipment of the Forwarder or the carrier, or that could 
themselves be damaged by the same equipment, or goods/things that might endanger the life, health or 
property of the Forwarder or the carrier, or their employees. These stipulations also apply in case these 
qualities or nature (characteristics) of the shipment, the inadequacy or unsuitability of the package or its 
security only get revealed during transport. Deciding how to further proceed with such a shipment is fully at 
the discretion of the Forwarder or its authorized carrier. In these cases, the Principal fully acknowledges the 
justification of the conduct of the Forwarder or the carrier authorized by him, this also including the 
completeness, sufficiency and incontestability of the evidence (namely the photo documentation) provided to  
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the Principal by the Forwarder or the carrier authorized by him to do so. This provision applies unless the 
Parties agree otherwise.  

 
d) Shipments containing goods/things subject to the controlled temperature mode, plants, easily corruptible 

goods (such as fresh food), live animals and organisms, human or animal organs and remains, hazardous 
substances, waste, weapons, ammunition, drugs or goods that are subject to import/export prohibition or any 
embargo. 

e) Shipments containing any items and substances that are, with respect to their character, considered as 
unsuitable for procurement or the realization of the transport in the commercial industry of the forwarding or 
transportation services, and they are or can be excluded from transportation. The eventual transport of such 
items and substances is subject to individual approval of the Forwarder. 

f) International shipments containing food, alcohol, goods subject to veterinary and phyto-inspections, goods 
for customs clearance or goods transported with ATA-Carnet, shipments sent COD (cash on delivery) and/or 
carriage-paid-by-addressee shipments (EXW - this marking does not mean the delivery endorsement in terms 
of INCOTERMS), and shipments with hazardous goods according to the ADR, RID, IATA, DGR, SOLAS Treaties 
or the IMDG Code, etc. - unless stipulated otherwise in an explicit agreement of the Forwarder and the 
Principal. 

 
3. Standard transport time  
 
Standard transport time is understood as the time when the shipment is generally delivered to the recipient, unless 
there are some special or unexpected situations during the procurement or the realization of the transport. Standard 
transport time abides by the conditions of the particular product (transport services) or by the transport conditions of 
the carrier realizing the particular transport, or eventually by the possibilities and customs given for the particular 
realization of the transport within the given relation, or eventually by the termination of the customs proceedings in 
the recipient’s state. The standard transport time might not be met if the Principal or the recipient of the shipment 
fails to submit (or fails to submit in time) the documents or information needed for the procurement or the realization 
of the transport, the customs clearance, the delivery of the shipment, etc., or if the Principal hands over for 
transportation a shipment excluded from transportation, or if the terms and conditions contained in these GTC are not 
fulfilled, or if the specific instructions of the Forwarder or the carrier are not observed. In these cases, the Forwarder 
reserves the right to impose a contractual penalty not exceeding the amount of the maximum sum of the 
compensatory duty of the Forwarder set for a single shipment.  
 
4. Conditions for accepting shipments for transport 
 
Pursuant to the stipulation of Section 1744 of the NOZ, the shipments are taken over by the Forwarder (or its 
authorized carrier) for procuring (or carrying out) the transport on the basis of the confirmation/acceptance of: An 
electronic order (see www.geis-group.cz) or a written (e-mail) order of the Principal, or they can be collected at regular 
times based on the mutual agreement of both the parties, this being during the working days between 8:00 a.m. and 
6:00 p.m. The written (e-mail) order (forwarding order), based on which the transport is realized, must include the exact 
loading address (for collection) and unloading address (for delivery) of the shipment, the weight and dimensions of 
the shipment, loading date, the payer of the transport fee, including his full identification in terms of the respective 
laws, and all other data necessary for the procurement and realization of the transport of the shipment. Upon an 
agreement and under the conditions set by the Forwarder, the Principal may also submit the shipment for transport 
at the respective branch of the Forwarder. The Principal pledges to guarantee the preparedness of the shipment for 
physical loading (collection) at the time the vehicle of the carrier procured by the Forwarder is available, and for 
unloading (accepting) by the recipient immediately after the vehicle is parked at the recipient’s address. Otherwise the 
Forwarder is not obliged to procure the loading (collection) or unloading (delivery) of the shipment, while he is entitled 
to receive compensation for the related costs incurred demonstrably by him or the carrier authorized by him. During  
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the loading (collection) and unloading (delivery), the Principal is obliged to ensure cooperation of the sender and the 
recipient with the carrier designated by the Forwarder.  
 
The Principal is obliged to provide the shipment, or eventually each loading piece thereof with the following: 
 

a) Exact address of the sender and the recipient (including the correct postal code). 
b) Marking labels for the transport of hazardous goods - the Principal (sender) is obliged to complete this with 

data arising from the respective law. 
c) With international shipments subject to customs proceedings, the Principal is obliged to guarantee the hand 

over of all the documents needed for the customs clearance of the shipment to the Forwarder, whereas the 
Principal is responsible for the accuracy and completeness of all these documents and for the eventual 
damages incurred in this respect by the Forwarder or by third persons. The Forwarder or the carrier are not 
obliged to check the completeness and accuracy of these documents. 

d) The shipment must always be packed and secured in such a way as to fully protect the contents of the 
shipment against destruction, damage, inside movement, etc. and also to allow for safe handling with and 
transport of the shipment. This provision always applies with respect to the particular type of product used 
(the transport services), or eventually to the used type/characteristics of the transport technology used and 
with respect to the requirements for the particular transport, including the taking into account of the particular 
transport relation and the eventual regulations valid therein. 

e) if the recipient of the shipment is a natural person (the B2C mode), then the shipment must be equipped with 
exact address of the recipient, and at the same time, it must always include a functional phone number of this 
natural person.  

 
If the Forwarder or the carrier authorized by him find out that the weight, dimensions or volume weight of the shipment 
differ from what is stated in the order (the forwarding order), the Forwarder reserves the right to re-calculate the 
transport fee for such shipment, even without having to the Principal.  
 
The shipments with a price exceeding CZK 500,000 can be only transported on the basis of stating their actual value 
(price) in the order (the forwarding order), the form of which is determined by the Forwarder. Regarding the transport 
of the shipment with a price exceeding CZK 500,000, the Principal must also state the type of the transported goods 
in the order (the forwarding order). The consequences of the eventual failure to meet these provisions are born by the 
Principal. 
 
5. Delivery of a shipment and its acceptance by the recipient 
 
The place of delivery of the shipment is understood as the place specified as the place of delivery for the particular 
transport service offered by the Forwarder. Unless defined otherwise, the place of delivery of the shipment is 
understood as the place (address) where the shipment is physically accepted by the recipient from the carrier 
authorized by the Forwarder. The recipient is obliged to confirm the acceptance of the shipment from the Forwarder 
(the carrier authorized by him) in the document of the Forwarder or the carrier authorized by him, which will be 
presented to him for this purpose. The Forwarder bears no responsibility whatsoever for the failure to meet this 
obligation, either towards the Principal, the recipient, or towards other persons. The Forwarder accepts changes in the 
instructions regarding the delivery of the shipment (including its forwarding to another address) solely from the 
Principal. The recipient of the shipment is not entitled to request further forwarding of the already transported 
shipment to a different address (either to a different recipient or to himself at a different delivery place). 
  
6. Cash-on-delivery shipments (COD) 
 
The Principal may require the delivery of the shipment to the recipient via COD in national and international transport. 
Any international COD transport of the shipment must be negotiated with the Forwarder first, and subsequently, the  
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Principal is obliged to explicitly state the COD transport of the shipment in the binding order (the forwarding order). 
The Principal is obliged to indicate the requirement for the COD transport of the shipment and its value (denominated  
 
in the currency of the state of delivery in case of an international shipment), including the variable symbol identifying 
the payment, in the order (the forwarding order) and in the handing-over certificate the form of which is determined by 
  
the Forwarder (hereinafter referred to as the “Handing-over certificate”). The Forwarder will not allow for any other 
form of ordering the COD service. Unless otherwise arranged, the Forwarder pledges to transfer the amount collected 
for the COD shipment to the Principal’s account specified in the forwarding contract. In case of a possible failure to 
fulfill any of the above-mentioned obligations by the Principal, the Forwarder does not guarantee the fulfillment of his 
obligations and reserves the right for compensation of any possibly incurred costs from the Principal.   
 
7. Consideration for the procurement of the transport (Freight)  
 
The Principal pledges to settle the Freight and to pay for other services and fees related to the transport he ordered 
from the Forwarder. The Principal acknowledges that the Forwarder has a right of lien to the shipment in terms of 
Section 2481 of the NOZ or Section 2571 of the NOZ, and that in case of the failure to pay the Freight, the Forwarder 
is entitled to proceed according to Section 1359 et seq. of the NOZ (in terms of Section 1360 et seq. of the NOZ, the 
Forwarder as a lien creditor and the Principal as a lien debtor have come to an agreement that the lien creditor can 
sell the pledge otherwise than at a public auction), or possibly to set off any mutual claims in the meaning of applicable 
provisions of the NOZ. The particular Freight is calculated from the current price lists of the Forwarder valid for the 
individual products/transport services (if they exist for the given product/transport service), published at www.geis-
group.cz or as a contractual price communicated by the Forwarder based on the particular demand sent by the 
Principal to the Forwarder. The price list or the contractual price form an integral part of each forwarding contract. In 
case the forwarding contract is not concluded in writing, the current valid price list applies, or the Forwarder’s 
particular contractual price, determined for the particular product/transport service, or for the particular transport 
ordered by the Principal. The Freight and other services and fees related to the transport are due upon the acceptance 
of the shipment for transport (or before - with respect to the particular product/transport service). The Forwarder or 
the carrier authorized by him may require the payment of the Freight in cash upon the delivery of the shipment from 
the recipient (EXW). The Principal is obliged to indicate this service in the Handing-over certificate. The shipments 
that are undeliverable or rejected shall be sent back to the Principal, and the Principal is obliged to pay the Freight; 
the same applies to any shipments for which the recipient refuses to pay the Freight (EXW) or cash-on-delivery (COD). 
For the shipments marked EXW by the sender, it is not possible to provide the eventual bulk discounts claimed in other 
cases (transports) from the Principal. If the procurement of the transport of a shipment was not declared by the 
Principal (sender) as the B2C mode but it actually is such a type of transport, the Forwarder has an unconditional right 
to charge additional price valid for the transport in the B2C mode, and eventually other provably related costs. In 
transports with mandatory customs proceedings, the Principal is always responsible for full settlement of costs 
related to the customs clearance of the shipment, in case such an act is required based on the respective law or by 
the Principal. Further on, the Principal is obliged to settle all the Forwarder’s costs related to the shipment’s customs 
clearance (clearance, duty, taxes, etc.), if the recipient refuses to settle these costs.  
The eventual specific price quotation (calculation) made by the Forwarder to the Principal may become an individual 
price (or price list) that is valid for the particular Principal only when the written forwarding contract with an appendix 
containing such individual price (price list) becomes effective. Until the written forwarding contract becomes effective, 
the standard/basic (no-discount) price (or price list) of the Forwarder applies for the particular transport service 
offered. In case of a change in the previous, already effective individual price (price list) valid for a specific Principal, 
the new individual price (price list) comes to force only when the amendment/change of the existing written 
forwarding contract becomes effective. The provisions of this section apply unless stipulated otherwise by the 
Forwarder or eventually by the process determined by him. 
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8. Guarantees and claims  
 
The Forwarder is liable for damages incurred while realizing national transport (if it is realized by the Forwarder himself 
as the carrier - the so called own entry of the Forwarder), and he is obliged to compensate the damages solely on the 
basis and within the scope of these GTC. In case the Forwarder not only procures the international transport, but also 
realizes it as the carrier (the so called right of own entry), then his responsibility abides solely by the stipulations of 
the respective multilateral international treaties valid for the respective carriers within the particular territory 
concerned. The place of takeover of the shipment by the Forwarder is understood as the place of the physical takeover 
(loading) of the shipment by the Forwarder or a carrier authorized by the Forwarder to do this. With the exception of a 
special written arrangement entered into prior to the beginning of the transport, the Forwarder is not responsible for 
the terms of the loading and unloading, or for the order of the shipment when sent away by the same means (type/way) 
of transport.  
 
The Forwarder is not liable for damages: 
 
a) That he could not prevent even with professional care that is usual in the forwarding services, or if the breach of 

his obligations was caused by circumstances excluding his liability; 
b) Incurred in connection with the transport of a shipment that was handed over to him contrary to the provisions of 

the generally binding regulations or these GTC;  
c) Caused by the Principal (sender) or the recipient of the shipment; 
d) Caused by defective or inadequate packaging or securing of the shipment, or by an unsuitable manner of 

packaging or securing of the shipment;  
e) Caused by unsuitable location/distribution of the individual pieces inside the transportation means (namely a 

container);  
f) Caused by failure to label, or by wrong or insufficient labeling of the shipment according to Section 4 of the GTC;  
g) Caused by a defect or by the characteristics of the shipment or by its nature - though any of that might only 

manifest itself during the transport of the shipment;  
h) Incurred at the time when the shipment was beyond the Forwarder’s control;  
i) Direct, indirect or consecutive (including additional costs, lost profit, contractual fines, penalties etc.) arising from 

damage to, destruction or loss of the shipment, or arising from failure to meet the standard transport time, or from 
delayed delivery of the shipment. 

 
The entitled person is obliged to file a claim regarding the found defects and to claim the right to compensation from 
the Forwarder always only in writing and within the set period of time. The Principal is obliged to ensure that the 
shipment is visually checked (inspected) by the recipient upon its acceptance. Apparent damage to the shipment must 
be recorded by the recipient upon the delivery into the respective transport document, or eventually a record of a claim 
must be made within the framework of the particular transport document of the carrier realizing the transport. In order 
to negotiate the claim regarding an apparent damage, the written record of the damage to the shipment must always 
be presented, signed by the recipient and the person representing the Forwarder. With damage that is not apparent at 
the time of accepting the shipment, the guarantee period for international air transport amounts to 14 days (21 days 
in case of late delivery), for sea transport applying the Hamburg rules it amounts to 15 days (3 days according to 
Haague-Visby rules), for international road transport it amounts to 7 days (21 days in case of late delivery. No later 
claims shall be taken into consideration by the Forwarder. Incompleteness or any other impairment of the shipment 
is also regarded as damage. The Forwarder (or the person assigned by him) must be given a chance to personally 
check the scope and type of damage, whereas further manipulation with the damaged shipment must be carried out 
according to the Forwarder’s instructions. Unless stipulated otherwise, the Forwarder is not responsible for the carrier, 
and the eventual claims regarding the carriers are filed by the Forwarder based on a written request of the Principal in 
his own name and on the Principal’s account. When filing claims against the carrier, the Principal is bound to cooperate 
with the Forwarder (namely to provide him with documents regarding the shipment as bases for filing the claims 
against the carrier - such as the documents regarding the price of the shipment, etc.). The claims against the carriers  
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abide by the respective regulations valid for the contract on transporting an object, and regulations published by ship 
owners, air carriers, ports and other subjects authorized to transport by the Forwarder. 
 
In case of damage, destruction or loss of the shipment while procuring international transport or of the shipment taken 
over by the Forwarder for international transport or for actions related to international transport, the settlement 
obligation of the Forwarder regarding damages incurred on the accepted shipment is limited by maximum financial 
amounts according to these GTC. These maximum financial amounts of the settlement obligation of the Forwarder 
stem from the maximum settlement limits valid for the carriers realizing the particular international transport based 
on the respective multilateral international treaties. In these cases, namely the following are concerned: The CMR 
treaty - for international freight road transport, then the Montreal (Warsaw) treaty for international freight air transport, 
then the Haague, Haague-Visby, Hamburg treaties - for sea transport, or the York-Antwerp rules (for joint disasters at 
sea transport), eventually depending on the territorial validity of the particular treaty, whereas the maximum amount 
of the settlement obligation of the Forwarder is always simultaneously limited by the amount of CZK 500,000 per one 
shipment. If the Principal proves damage to the shipment caused by late delivery, the Forwarder has settlement 
obligation, which also stems from the maximum settlement limits valid for the carriers realizing the particular 
international transport based on the respective multilateral international treaties stated above, yet no more than CZK 
50,000 per one delayed shipment (delivered late). Unless stipulated otherwise, the Forwarder is not liable for damages 
incurred due to the late delivery of the shipment in case it is transported via sea. If the Principal proves damages 
incurred to the shipment taken over by the Forwarder while procuring the national transport, the Forwarder has 
settlement obligation not exceeding the total amount of CZK 50,000 per one shipment, and in case of late delivery of 
the shipment it is no more than the particular Freight settled by the Principal for one shipment. These limits to the 
settlement obligation of the Forwarder also apply in case the Forwarder realizes the national transport himself as a 
carrier. Upon claiming the right to compensation for damage from the Forwarder, the Principal (the authorized person) 
is obliged to prove beyond doubt the scope of the incurred damage by reliable written evidence. The Principal is fully 
liable for any damage incurred by the Forwarder or the carrier, if the Principal hands over for transport a shipment 
excluded from transport (see Section 2 of the GTC) or a shipment not fulfilling or even breaching the requirements 
ensuing from these GTC, including any costs that could possibly arise for the Forwarder or the carrier in this respect. 
The Principal is obliged to settle without delay these eventually incurred costs to the Forwarder or the carrier (e.g. the 
disposal of the goods), based on an appeal from the entitled person. The Forwarder or the carrier authorized by him 
are not liable to the entitled persons for damages incurred in connection with the transport of shipments that were 
possibly handed over to them contrary to the provisions of the generally binding regulations or these GTC, whereas 
these damages are at the same time excluded from their indemnification.  
 
If the shipment being transported contains goods that are not new (such as remanufactured goods), the Forwarder 
will use the so called amortization tables for the particular goods to settle the damages (see www.geis-group.cz). 
Should a shipment contain goods sent to be repaired, its acquisition price stated in the sales slip of the transported 
goods shall always be reduced by 20 % and by the respective amortization. Should a shipment contain repaired goods 
sent from repair, only amortization according to the amortization tables shall be deducted from the acquisition price 
of the goods. The provisions of this paragraph apply unless stipulated otherwise in a written agreement between the 
Principal and the Forwarder. 
 
9. Shipment insurance  
 
Regarding the transport, the Forwarder strongly recommends that the Principal fully insures the transported shipment 
(goods) for its real price via the Forwarder. The Principal insures the shipment on the basis of a written agreement 
with the Forwarder (the insurance terms and conditions at www.geis-group.cz apply). The Forwarder only insures the 
shipment in case there has been a prior written agreement to do so with the Principal - that means in this case the 
Principal states his request for insurance in the forwarding order, which he sends to the Forwarder for approval. 
 
 

http://www.geis.cz/
http://www.geis-group.cz/
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The request for insurance of the shipment by the Forwarder must be duly documented by the Principal (via an invoice 
for the transported goods). In such case, the price of the Freight shall increase by the insurance fee. The Principal is 
obliged to declare the real insured price (value) of the shipment in the forwarding order. If the Principal fails to meet 
this obligation, then the Forwarder is not obliged to procure the insurance of the goods. Mere statement of the price 
of the shipment (goods) is not an instruction for the Forwarder to insure the shipment.  
 
10. Personal Data Protection 
 
https://www.geis-group.cz/en/gdpr 
 
11. Joint provisions 
 
The contractual Parties expressly declare that the provisions in these GTC that diverge from the provisions of the Civil 
Code are intentionally agreed to be so and that according to good faith and conscience of the Parties, those provisions 
are contrary neither to morality nor to public order, they do not violate any right related to personal status, including 
the right to the protection of personal rights, and have been fairly agreed on.  
 
Where these GTC state an abbreviation NOZ, the New Civil Code is meant - Act No. 89/2012 Sb.  
 
Eventual declaration of invalidity of any of the provisions of these GTC does not result in invalidity of the GTC as a 
whole.    
 
These GTC are valid as of the 01/01/2014.                                   
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